
the grass is always
greener...

TERRAPLAS®
...when it’s protected by a 

turf protection system



TERRAPLAS®

Terraplas® is internationally acknowledged as the only answer when grass needs
protection from large numbers of people - it is the leading turf protection system for
stadia and other venues worldwide;

THE STADIUMS :

Wembley

Manchester

Millwall

Leeds

Murrayfield

Copenhagen

Tokyo

Toyota City

New York

Stockholm

Paris

Istanbul

Lyon

Strasbourg

Hannover

Kuala Lumpur

Shanghai

Amsterdam

Bochum

Bremen

Eindhoven

Halle

München

Gijon

Denver

Dallas

Washington

Stuttgart

Duisbourg

Boston

Chicago

Sydney

Melbourne

Los Angelese

San Francisco

Sapporo

Hong Kong

Miami

Buenos Aires

Madrid

Barcelona

Oviedo

Madrid
Michael Jackson concert at the Estadio Vincente

Calderon, with an enormous crowd on the Terraplas®.

The mixing tower was also built on Terraplas®.

Stage major rock concerts and international
matches within hours of each other. 

Quick and easy to fit.

Allows the passage of air, light and water.

Performs to the highest public safety standard. 

Total protection for your turf from large 
crowds.

Terraplas® is used by stadia the world over who
wish to make their venue truly multi-purpose by
covering their grass for events such as concerts,
exhibitions, dinners and religious ceremonies.

Terraplas® is also used extensively in other venues
such as public parks, racecourses and stately
homes for walkways, exhibitions, show stands and
hospitality areas.



The Hong Kong

Stadium on its opening

night, with the crowd

seated on Terraplas®

awaiting the arrival of

Jean-Michel Jarre.

Hong Kong  Stadium

THE ARTISTS :

Rolling Stones

Pink Floyd

Guns n’ Roses

Elton John

Rod Stewart

Bryan Adams

Michael Jackson

Prince

Jean-Michel Jarre

Bon Jovi

Paul McCartney

Bruce Springsteen

Madonna

U2

INXS

Sting

Metallica

Simply Red

The 3 Tenors

Papal Tour

Tina Turner

Celine Dion

The Eagles

The Bee Gees

Janet Jackson

Spice Girls

‘N’ Sync



DESIGN : 
Terraplas® was originally designed to protect the turf at Wembley

Stadium, London, England. Wembley was the busiest concert stadium in the
world – often holding over fifteen major events per annum, at which over
80,000 people attended. Consequently they required the best possible turf
protection system available.

TESTING : 
Terraplas® underwent two years of testing at Wembley to ensure the

product was perfect, prior to Wembley taking delivery of their system in
1991.

Hundreds of concerts and events have taken place at Wembley since this
date and the Wembley system has been and still is regularly hired out to
other venues and has proved to be a very wise investment.

CUSTOMERS : 
Terraplas® has now been sold to venues and promoters all over the

world, including the UK, Europe, North America, South America, Australia,
China, Hong Kong, Japan and Malaysia.

Without exception every purchaser is highly delighted and strongly
recommends the product.

FITTING : 
Terraplas® is light, easy to handle and quick to fit without specialised

equipment.

CONSTRUCTION :
Terraplas® is supplied in solid panels 2m x 2m x 64mm (6ft x 6ft x

2.5ins.) and each panel locks to the adjoining panels by means of eight
camlocks, which take fractions of a second to lock and unlock.

Being solid (not in rolls) means that it is very strong and easily takes the
weight of the stage and mixing tower.

SAFETY :
Safety is of paramount importance where large crowds are involved

and Terraplas® is the safest of any protection system.

The solid, totally interlocked floor ensures that there are none of the tripping
hazards associated with associated with tarpaulins and rolled systems.

The top surface of Terraplas® is covered with strips of a non-slip material to
ensure a safe walking surface even in wet conditions.

TURF :
The unique design of Terraplas® allows the passage of air, light and

water through the tile, thus eliminating turf yellowing. Far from damaging
grass, Terraplas® acts like a greenhouse and actually enhances grass
growth.

Terraplas® has a cavity under the surface which gives a clear height of
60mm which is essential to give the grass room to grow – no other system
has this, consequently Terraplas® will protect grass for much longer periods.

TEMPERATURE :
Terraplas® is designed to allow for

both expansion and contraction without
distortion of the surface.

STORAGE :
Terraplas® is easy to store and move

on wooden or plastic pallets and can be
stored indoors or outdoors.

CLEANING :
Cleaning is very simple using a high

pressure cold water jet spray.

the facts

Copenhagen
‘Parken’, the new national stadium, Copenhagen, Denmark. The official opening of the stadium

was celebrated with a three day event featuring boxing, opera and a pop concert.

Terraplas® was down for six days – this is how the pitch looked immediately after removal. the

Denmark/Germany soccer match was held two days later on perfect turf.



TERRAPLAS®

Shanghai Stadium
Shanghai, China
The Terraplas® Turf Protection system was used for the

first time on Mainland China when the new Shanghai

Stadium hosted the 1997 All China Games.

The Stadium purchased Terraplas® to protect their brand

new field from the thousands of people involved in the

spectacular Opening Ceremony.

The laying of  the 8,000m2 of Terraplas® was meticulously

practised and carried out by the PLA (Peoples Liberation

Army), which resulted in an unbelievable laying time of

just four hours!

in action...

Joe Robbie
Stadium
Miami, USA
The million dollar field was completed March

1995, and the Terraplas® Turf Protection System

was installed to take some of the 10,000 seats

and the stage for performances by Elton John

and Billy Joel, shown on the left.

Richard Andersen, President of the Joe Robbie

Stadium said; “The entire staff were equally

impressed with the Terraplas® system and the

people backing it. Being a multi-purpose, world-

renowned stadium we have a responsibility to

provide the best possible facilities for all of our

tenants. The Terraplas® system allowed us to

host two great concerts and then provide one of

the best natural grass playing surfaces in the

major leagues for our Florida Marlins game a

mere ten days ago.”



TERRAPLAS®

The field before the concert. Building the stage.

Setting up the mixer and

repeaters. The sta

The concert over and the

clear up begins, but the field

is still protected.

INVESCO Field at Mile High Stadium,

Denver, Colorado, USA,

August 2001

the Eagles world to

The INVESCO Field at Mile High Stadium, costing some US$400 million was opened in August 2001 with an Eagles Concert held in

front of 78,000 people. The field was brand new and everyone was very nervous about covering it for nearly five days in 90°F

temperatures, particularly as the Denver Broncos were to have their opening game only six days later.

But, of course, they were covering their field with Terraplas®, so they didn’t need to worry – here’s their story...

The fans arrive and take their

places – the field is totally

protected from them by

Terraplas®.



age nearly complete.

Fitting the Terraplas® turf

protection system.

The Terraplas® sits on the

turf, protecting it from people

and machinery.

Terraplas® fitting completed

with all the chairs in position

awaiting the tens of

thousands of Eagles fans.

Everything except the stage framework

is now gone – time to start removing the

Terraplas®... just look at that perfect turf.

The turf immediately after

removal of a Terraplas® panel

– there is no yellowing and

the turf has really grown in

these ‘greenhouse’

conditions. The feet marks

and lines will disappear in

hours.

The grass is given a little

manicuring.

Two days later and the question is... “Concert –

what concert?”. The Broncos are going to play

on perfect turf and it’s hard to believe that there

were tens of thousands of people and tonnes of

equipment on the field only two days ago.

Daytime temperatures

reached 90°F.

our



TERRAPLAS®

Wembley Stadium
London, England
The Wembley grass area is approximately 10,000m2 and can be covered by Terraplas® in
around eight hours. Wembley purchased their Terraplas® system in 1990 and have used it
literally hundreds of times since, for such artists as; The Rolling Stones, The Spice Girls,
Michael Jackson, Madonna, Rod Stewart and The 3 Tenors... to name but a few.

As well as concerts Wembley has also been able play host, using the Terraplas® system, to
a plethora of events including World Championship Wrestling and religious meetings.

Foxboro Stadium
Boston, USA
How do you hold a three night Pink Floyd concert on a
four week old field when part of the field will be covered
by the mixing tower for nearly a week and you have a
World Cup Soccer match two weeks later? Simple – you
do the same as Foxboro Stadium in Boston, USA, and
purchase a Terraplas® Turf Protection System.

Wembley ‘Summerslam’ Wrestling

over 80,000 people attended,

13,500 seated on the Terraplas®

covering the pitch. 

25,000 people standing on the Wembley

turf protected by Terraplas®.

Foxboro Stadium ready for the Pink

Floyd concert with their 150 tonne

mixing tower sitting on Terraplas®.

in



Commonwealth Games Stadium
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Another first for the Terraplas® Turf Protection system came when the new Commonwealth
Games Stadium was chosen to host the dinner to celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the
'Malaysian Chinese Association'.

The Stadium had to seat 15,150 on the field for a full sit-down meal, with ten diners per table.
This turned out to be the largest 'restaurant meal' ever staged and of course the Stadium had
to purchase Terraplas® in order to enable this world record breaking feat to take place.

Since then the Terraplas® system has been used by the Commonwealth Games Stadium for
numerous events.

action...



Terraplas® on the grass in front of the Swedish

Government buildings for the Stockholm Water

Festival.

Main picture on this page : The grass immediately

after the Terraplas® had been removed – the

Terraplas® had been down for ten days.

Stockholm

Jeux Sans Frontiers

(it’s a Knockout) was

staged at Cardiff

Castle on a field of

Terraplas®. The

protection was down

for over a month.

Cardiff
Castle

Chatsworth House, Derbyshire,

England. Terraplas® walkways

protected the turf for Chatsworth’s

Tercentenary.

Chatsworth House

Terraplas® being used

for walkways at the

Rugby Union World

Cup, UK.

Rugby Union

Terraplas® walkways at the

Toyota World Golf Matchplay,

Wentworth, UK.

Toyota 
World Golf

other
applications



TERRAPLAS®

DIMENSIONS : 
1000 x 1000 x 64mm (3ft x 3ft x  2.5ins). Delivered and fitted
in panels sizes of 2 metres x 2 metres (6ft x 6ft).

WEIGHT :
11.0kg (24lbs) per square metre.

MATERIAL :
Ultra Violet light stabilised high density Polyethylene Copolymer
Grade with narrow molecular weight distribution, specially
developed for injection moulding of heavy duty articles.

METHOD OF MANUFACTURE :
Low pressure injection moulding using a chemical blowing
agent which produces an engineering structural foam
moulding with a strength enhancing cellular core.

ENVIRONMENT :
Terraplas® has UV stability for use in all climactic conditions.

Temperature range - minus 10°C to plus 40°C.

LOADING :
On normal turf (not hardstanding);
20mm (0.75in) Point load 50kgs (109lbs)
15 x 15cm (6 x 6ins) spread load 5000kgs (5 tons).

When spread correctly, mixing towers weighing in excess of
100 tons can be accommodated with no problems.

FIRE REGULATIONS :
Conforms to all current worldwide standards.

APPEARANCE :
Natural translucent colour which reflects sunlight, thereby
reducing heat build-up and turf damage. Non-slip stripes are
in light grey as standard, but can be provided in any colour.

FITTING TIMES :
Sixteen men lay 1000 square metres per hour, minimum.

STORAGE REQUIREMENT :
60m3 per 1000m2 (78 cu. yards per 1094 sq. yards).

CLEANING :
Cold water high-
pressure jet cleaner.

LIFESPAN :
Terraplas® is guaranteed
for five years, but has a
realistic life expectancy
of twenty years.

APPLICATIONS :
Terraplas® is internationally acknowledged as the only answer
when grass needs protection from large numbers of people. As
well as being used for concerts, Terraplas® is used extensively
for walkways, exhibitions, show stands, racecourses, hospitality
areas and all major sporting events.

Exhibitions and trade

shows are major

users of Terraplas®.

Trade Shows

Terraplas® is used at both Wimbledon

Tennis and Henley Regatta for

walkways and patio areas. 

Wimbledon &
Henley

technical
information



For further information or details of our international
distribution network contact:

Robert A. Else, 

Terraplas Plc, 

Hall Farm House, 

9 High Street, 

Castle Donington, 

Derby DE74 2PP, 

United Kingdom.

Telephone: +44 (0)1332 812813

Facsimile: +44 (0)1332 853410

if calling from outside the UK delete (0)

www.terraplas.com

email: robertelse@terraplas.com

web & print design by

enquiries@netpointproject.net
phone : +44 (0) 1273 778122

Terraplas – designed
and manufactured in

the United Kingdom.

Protected by full
international patents.


